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Gagging is a normal reflex action that helps to prevent choking. It is a common 
behaviour that is seen as children move from the first smooth purees to more lumpy 
foods. Remember that eating lumpy food is a skill that your baby has to learn and 
gagging can be seen as part of getting used to the feeling of this more textured food 
in the mouth and learning what to do with it. Although it usually lessens at around 
six months of age, at about the age of moving to solid foods, some children have a 
hypersensitive gag reflex and gag more easily. 

Helpful Tips:
Remember that gagging is not the same as choking. Children that go red in the face, try to 
spit the food out whilst thrusting their tongue forward and are retching are gagging and they 
will be able to sort themselves out with your reassurance.

Stay calm – if you show anxiety your child will find the experience more frightening. 
Gagging will reduce as your child becomes more confident to explore their own mouth with 
their fingers and with different toys so this must be encouraged.

Gagging will reduce as your child becomes more confident to explore foods independently 
so always let them have fun putting their fingers in the food and squishing it and playing 
with food taking it in and out of their mouth.
Let your child have a spoon to hold and play with 
whilst you are feeding them. Encourage them to 
put a coated spoon in their own mouth - they need 
to learn what to do with the spoon, what it feels 
like in their mouth and how not to gag on it for 
themselves. 

As you start to encourage your child to accept more 
textured solid foods start with soft foods that you 
know your child likes. 

It is best to begin by gradually thickening the puree 
you are currently giving them. Each week try and 
make it a little less silky smooth, aiming to move to 
more of a thick mashed consistency (as pictured). 
Start by either blending it a little less or starting 
to thicken it by adding in some baby rice/cereal 
or mashed potato. Then with very soft cooked 
vegetables you can just try fork mashing the food 
rather than blending.
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At this stage it is important to remember that there should be no unexpected lumps the food 
will still be soft just thicker and more textured.

Once your little one is happy to accept this more textured mash then gradually  increase the size 
and amount of grains, meat and beans/pulses that you are including in your puree.

Once you little one has started to accept a thicker mash, then begin offering small chunks of 
very soft, mushy foods alongside the mash that you have prepared.

Ideal foods to offer at this stage are: 
- Chunks or ripe banana/avocado/peeled pear
- Fingers of steamed carrots/sweet potato/squash (finger batons are the best shape as you 
 can help place these along the sides of your little one’s mouth which will help encourage
 biting and chewing.)
- Bite-sized pieces of softly cooked chicken/fish
- Bite sized pieces of very soft cheese such as cream cheese/mozzarella

You may also at this stage want to try some finger foods that melt in the mouth. Be careful 
because some commercial first finger foods are harder to manage than others, try them yourself 
first and if they melt in the mouth and dissolve without chewing then they are safe to offer your 
little one.

Remember it is a very normal behaviour to throw the food onto the floor at this stage. Try not to 
react, just have a big mat underneath the high chair and clean up afterwards.

Resist the urge to wipe fingers and mouths until the end of the meal. You want to develop the 
ability to recognise that food is fun and good to explore and taste.

If you are at all unsure about progressing with solids or feel that your baby/child is having 
difficulty managing these foods please contact the Speech and Language Therapy department 
for advice. 


